The advent of the human and model organism genome project has provided an increasingly complete list of genes that code for the building blocks of life on earth. Deciphering the functions of all these genes has proven to be no easy task. The availability of mountains of transcriptional profiling data from modern largescale gene expression technologies, such as serial analysis of gene expression (SAGE) (1), oligonucleotide arrays (2) and cDNA microarrays (3), represents a tremendous windfall for computational biologists who have largely migrated from many different fields. One paper appearing in this issue of PNAS (4) introduces a novel computational approach, Shortest Path (SP) analysis, to assign gene functions in a transitive fashion along a correlation linkage path terminated by two known genes belonging to the same functional category.
Currently the most popular way to identify interesting genes and their functions is to perform cluster analysis on the relative expression pattern changes (Figure 1a) (9) , Kmeans (10) and self-organizing map (SOM) (11) , have been adopted from other fields and applied widely to microarray data analyses. Successful as it is, clustering cannot reveal functional relation among genes whose expression patterns show very little correlations (they may be related by a time-delay for instance), Figure  1 .b.
A major goal of microarray data analyses is to identify genes that interact with each other in a particular cellular process (or pathway) where not every player has a similar transcriptional profile. The crucial aspect of Zhou et al. approach is to extend the coexpression concept to a more general "transitive co-expression" which appears to be an important characteristic of many biological processes: two genes involved in the same process may not be strongly correlated in expression directly, but can be both strongly correlated with the same set of other genes. Another widely recognized point is that functional annotations should really be incorporated early in the data analysis, not surprisingly the starting point of the Zhou et al.
work is exploiting the controlled vocabulary tree in the biological process categories of Gene Ontology (GO) (12), Figure 1 .c.
In essence, this SP analysis method starts from a pair of genes belonging to the same biological process category and to the same major cellular compartment (mitochondrial, cytoplasmic or nuclear) according to GO, and constructs the SP through a chain of pair-wise strongly correlated genes, with a distance function that further contracts the strongly correlated genes. Unknown transitive genes on the SP are assigned with the function of the lowes comm n ances or of all the process subcategories corresponding to the known genes on the same SP (Figure 1b,c,d ). To define a sufficiently specific gene function, the total SP length must be very short and this lowest ancestral node must be at least four levels below the root of the GO tree. In particular, if all the known genes are in the same node, the lowest common ancestor is the starting terminal gene process category itself (level L0 assignment); if they are in different nodes but all share a direct parent with the terminal genes, this parent node will be identified as the lowest common ancestor (level L1 assignment), As stated by the authors, the strength of their method is to use the SP to link "transitive coexpressed" genes even if some of the genes (especially the terminal genes) on the SP do not have correlated expression profiles directly.
Further advantage is exemplified by the "active incorporation of the biological annotation into the knowledge discovery process". But the conceptual significance actually lies in a much deeper level. For example, one could also ask if two known targets of a transcription factor (TF) are taken as the terminal nodes, could more targets along the SP be identified analogously? If not for the SP defined by the particular distance function, maybe some other SP defined by a more appropriate distance function would have to be used? In general, one could argue that, to certain extent, the goal of all microarray data analyses is to identify a functionally linked subnetwork hidden in the expression profiles. Suppose we view the expression profile space consisting clouds of points (genes), if we connect all genes (assuming we know every gene function) involved in a particular part of a cellular process (say, cell cycle progression), we would trace out a sub-network path. We could do the same for a different process and would get another path. The intersection would define gene(s) that are involved in both processes. If the two processes are so linked, we could actually trace out a connected sub-network, Figure  1 .d 
